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QUESTION: 53 
A customer has a SAN environment with EVA storage systems, multiple hosts, and no SAN 
security application. The primary association table that enables a host-to-LUN connection is 
located on the _____. 

A. EVA subsystem 
B. SAN switches 
C. SAN management server 
D. associated hosts 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 54 
A working connection from a host to SAN storage is defined by the HBA WWN, storage port 
WWN and ____. 

A. switch port number, LUN  
B. operating system 
C. operating system, LUN 
D. operating system, connection alias 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 55 

Which tools CANNOT be used for data management in a SAN? Select TWO. 


A. Virtual Replicator 
B. Fabric Watch 
C. Business Copy 
D. Continuous Access EVA 
E. Storage Node Manager 

Answer: B, E 

QUESTION: 56 
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Why should event logging be enabled on all devices connected to a SAN? 

A. Distributed event logging keeps the device event logs small and prevents buffer overflow. 
B. Enabling event logging replicates the event log to other devices for information redundancy. 
C. Event filtering will not work correctly if event logging is not enabled. 
D. Certain events such as "signal loss" are detected only in the locality of the problem. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 57 

What is an aspect of physical SAN security?
 

A. centralized SAN management 
B. no-single-point-of-failure SAN design 
C. employment of at least two SAN managers 
D. restricted direct access to SAN devices 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 58 

Which statement is correct? 


A. Dual fabrics provide enhanced SAN security. 
B. Zoning is an implementation of access control. 
C. Cascaded switches provide optimum performance. 
D. Inter-switch link trunking is an implementation of static routing. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 59 
DRAG DROP 
***Exhibit Missing*** 
You are implementing a Fibre Channel fabric. Using SAN design best practices, arrange the 
implementation steps in the correct order by dragging and dropping the boxes. 
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Answer: Pending. Please send your suggestions to support@ 

QUESTION: 60 
DRAG DROP 
***Exhibit Missing*** 
Arrange the steps to power up a SAN environment in the correct order by dragging and dropping 
the boxes. 

Answer: Pending. Please send your suggestions to support@ 

QUESTION: 61 
DRAG DROP 
***Exhibit Missing*** 
Arrange the steps to power down a SAN environment in the correct order by dragging and 
dropping the boxes. 

Answer: Pending. Please send your suggestions to support@ 
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